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Key function Index

Display time or stop keyboard 1

Start/stop clock or switch on keyboard 2

Adjust scoreboard brightness 3

Horn 4

Reset clock 5

Validate a  parameter and start a new match 6

Next parameter or add a second in a match 7

Previous menu or deduct a minute in a match 8

Next menu or add a minute in a match 9

Previous parameter or deduct a second in a match 10

Add a point to the HOME / VISITORS score 11 and 11’

Deduct a point from the HOME / VISITORS score 12 and 12’
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The Pocket and Alphascore keyboards cannot be used at the same time. If necessary, switch off the Alphascore 
keyboard.
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1. How to switch on the keyboard ?
Press START/STOP (2) for 3 seconds.

2. How to switch off the keyboard ?
Press OFF (1) (with the clock stopped) for 3 seconds.

3. How to start a match ?
On start-up, select a type of match (P1 to P9) with the ◄ key (8) and the ► key (9). Validate by 
pressing OK (6). The match is ready to be started. 

Programs P1 to P8 are all programmable, P9 is dedicated to pelota.
Note: there are no programmable programs for the BT2025 and BT2045 SCORE models; the match is ready as soon 
as the board is switched on.

4. How to change the parameters of a sport ?
Press the ◄ key (8) and the ► key (9) at the same time for 3 seconds during a match (with the clock 
stopped). Navigate in the menus with the ◄ key (8) and the ► key (9) and modify the values with the 
+ key (7) or the - key (10).
Validate by pressing OK (6).
For programs P1 to P8 :

Period duration (1 to 99).

Period number (1 to 99).

Stopwatch (UP) or Timer (do) mode of the game clock.

Cumulative period duration: Yes (Y) or No (n). (e.g. by chosing Yes for a 2 x 10mn periods 
game, the game clock will count from 10 to 20 in the second period; however if the choice is 
No, the game clock will count from 0 to 10 in the second period.
This applies also for the Extra-time periods.

Extra-time duration (1 to 99). (Et = Extra-time).

Number of Extra-times (1 to 99).

Time-out duration (0 to 60 sec).

Time-out number.

CS = Chrono + Score
TS = Time + Score
S = Score
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5. Default parameters
The default parameter settings of each program P1 to P9 are as follows :

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9

tP
Period length 45 40 20 40 35 30 45 10 -

nP
Number of periods 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 50

(points)

Co
Count-up / Count-down UP UP UP UP UP UP UP do -

CP
Cumulative period n n n n n n n n -

Et
ET period length 15 15 15 10 10 10 15 15 -

nE
Number of ET periods 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 -

t0
Time-outs 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 30 -

nt
Nber of Time-outs 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 -

DS
Time + score CS CS CS CS CS CS CS CS TS

Hn
Horn activation y y y y y y y y -

nS
Score max. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 -

To pass from one program to another :
Press the OK key (6) for 3 seconds and keys ◄ (8) and ► (9).

To reset all the default parameters, switch to time mode by pressing OFF (2).
Press the + key (7) and the - key (10) at the same time for 3 seconds.
Select Yes (y) or No (n) with the + (7) and - (10) keys.
Validate by pressing OK (6).

6. How to start/stop the clock ?
During a match, press START/STOP (2) to start the clock; press again to stop it.

7.How to add a point to the home or visiting team ?
Press the HOME + key (11) or the VISITORS + key (11’).

8. How to deduct a point from the home or visiting team ?
Press the HOME - key (12) or the VISITORS - key (12’).

Hn: Horn enbled (y) yes or (n) no

nS: total number of points in the match (1 to 99).
       nS = 0 no management of the score max.
       nS different from 0, the gamme clock stops when a team’ s score reaches the value
                                       programmed in nS, the clock can be restarted. 
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9. How to sound the horn ?
Press the horn key (4).

10. How to stop the horn ?
Press the horn key (4) while it is being sounded.

11. How to start a new match ?
Press the OK key (6) for 3 seconds.

12. How to reset the clock ?
Press the RESET key (5) for 3 seconds; the clock goes to the start of the period.

13. How to add/deduct seconds on the clock ?
With the clock stopped, press the + key (7) for 3 seconds; the readout flashes.
Use the + key (7) and the - key (10) to adjust the seconds within the limit of the period.
Validate by pressing OK (6).

14. How to switch from a match display to the time display ?
During a match and with the clock stopped, press the OFF key (1); the board displays the time.
When the time is displayed, you can press the OFF key (1) to display the match.

15. How to adjust the brightness of the scoreboard ?
Press the light bulb key (3). The brightness is adjusted each time you press the key.

16. How to change the time ?
To display the time, press the OFF key (2).
Press the ◄ key (8) and the ► key (9) at the same time; the minutes flash.
Adjust the minutes with the + key (7) and the - key (10).
Press the ◄ key (8) or the ► key (9); the hours flash.
Adjust the hours with the + key (7) and the - key (10).
Validate by pressing OK (6).

17. Test mode
Switch to time mode by pressing the OFF key (2).
Press the RESET key (5) for 3 seconds.

Test mode is executed in the following order.
1/ Display of program version number.
2/ Display of ribbon cable number.
3/ Display of address of each module. 
4/ Display completely lit.
5/ Board switched off.
6/ Display of keyboard channel number.
7/ Return to normal mode.
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18. Technician menu
To enter the technician menu, press the + key (7) and the - key (10) at the same time for 3 seconds.
Select the parameters with the + key (7) and the - key (10).
Validate by pressing OK (6).
 dF: if yes (y), restore the default factory settings.
 Ec: if yes (y), the scoreboard display will be blank when not used (Eco mode).
              if no (n), the scoreboard will display time when not used.

THE DOCUMENT IS CONCERNING THE FOLLOWING PRODUCT  :

915160 POCKET KEYBOARD


